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ABSTRACT
3D integration is a promising new technology for tightly integrating
multiple active silicon layers into a single chip stack. Both the inte-
gration of heterogeneous tiers and the partitioning of functional units
across tiers leads to significant improvements in functionality, area,
performance, and power consumption. Managing the complexity of
3D design is a significant challenge that will require a system-on-
chip approach, but the application of SOC design to 3D necessitates
extensions to current test methodology.

In this paper, we propose extending test wrappers, a popular SOC
DFT technique, into the third dimension. We develop an algorithm
employing the Best Fit Decreasing and Kernighan-Lin Partitioning
heuristics to produce 3D wrappers that minimize test time, maximize
reuse of routing resources across test modes, and allow for different
TAM bus widths in different test modes. On average the two variants
of our algorithm reuse 93% and 92% of the test wrapper wires while
delivering test times of just 0.06% and 0.32% above the minimum.

1. INTRODUCTION
3D integration is an exciting new processing technology that allows

multiple active silicon tiers to be stacked vertically. These tiers are
tightly integrated with short, fast 3D vias (3DVs, which may be either
faceside microbumps or backside through-silicon vias). Even rela-
tively simple 3D designs have big advantages; one of the most popular
is the memory-on-logic stack, which places gigabytes of high-quality
memory just a few clock cycles away from the processor[2, 13, 24].
Testing such designs is a challenge[9], but significant progress is be-
ing made in 3D-aware design for testability (DFT) as detailed in Sec-
tion 3.

However, 3D integration design gets more interesting at finer parti-
tioning granularities. Tezzaron Semiconductor is currently offering a
3D DRAM product with circuit-level partitioning; the bitlines within
the arrays are partitioned across tiers, reducing the overall access la-
tency. Puttaswamy and Loh proposed the Thermal Herding processor
architecture[21], a bit-wise 3D partitioning of a processor core that
reduces latency and power while controlling thermal density. The
same research group produced 3D designs for many individual pro-
cessor units such as arithmetic units, register files and caches[20]. For
each the results were the same, significant reductions in both latency
and power consumption. As 3DVs continue to shrink into the mi-
cron and submicron regime—Tezzaron is currently developing 0.4µm
3DVs[19]—these advanced 3D designs become ever more enticing.

In order for cores based on these designs to be commercialized suc-
cessfully, 3D extensions to current embedded core test technologies
are required. Much work has already been done in this area, also
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discussed in Section 3, but this work has been largely limited to pla-
nar cores (i.e., traditional cores implemented on a single tier) in a 3D
stack. For a 3D system-on-chip (SOC) with 3D cores, additional DFT
support is required. True 3D test wrappers must adapt to the varying
demands of pre-bond and post-bond test. In this paper, we propose a
new algorithm for designing 3D wrappers that meet these demands,
optimizing for both total test time and for wirelength.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the 3D wrapper optimization problem. Section 3 reviews the previous
work in this area. Section 4 expounds on our methodology for opti-
mizing 3D wrappers for test time and wirelength. Section 5 reports
our experimental results. Section 6 concludes.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
In wrapper-based DFT, one or more test access mechanisms (TAMs)

are used to connect the embedded IP cores to the external tester.
Generally, a TAM is a bus of some width (called the test width)
through which the tester loads and receives test data. A test wrap-
per is used interface between the multitude of scannable cells within
the core-under-test (CUT) and the several bits of the TAM by or-
ganizing them into wrapper chains, one per TAM bit. The goal of
wrapper design is to minimize the total test time, the time needed to
apply all the required test patterns to the CUT. This time is given by
T = (`+1)× (p+1), where ` is length of the longest wrapper chain
and p is the number of test patterns required. p cannot be altered by
the wrapper design, so then to minimize the total test time, we must
minimize the length of the longest wrapper chain.

2.1 Motivating Example
Figure 1 illustrates the challenge and opportunity of wrapper de-

sign for 3D IP cores. In this example, the 3D CUT consists of two
tiers (labeled CUT 1 and CUT 2). Each tier consists of two scan
chains (lengths five and two in the top tier and lengths five and three
in the bottom tier) which must be ordered within both the pre-bond
and post-bond wrappers. The filled circles indicate the locations of
3DVs when they are necessary. Assume that the pre-bond test width
for each tier is a single bit. The two scan chains on each layer are
then necessarily stitched together by a single wire in the pre-bond
test wrapper to form a single wrapper chain as shown in Figure 1(a)
by the thick black lines. Herein lies the optimization opportunity: it is
desirable to reuse these two stitching wires in the post-bond wrapper
in order to reduce the total wrapper wire length.

Figure 1(b) and Figure 1(c) illustrate this opportunity. For these
two solutions, the post-bond test access width is two bits. In Fig-
ure 1(b), the long scan chain on each tier is stitched to the short chain
on the other tier; this solution fails to reuse the pre-bond stitching
(shown by thick gray lines) and necessitates the use of two additional
3DVs dedicated to test. Figure 1(c) on the other hand does reuse this
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Figure 1: An example 3DPW problem with four solutions (for
TAM widths of two and three). (a) shows the pre-bond wrapper
chain assignments. (c) and (e) are desired solutions while (b) and
(d) are suboptimal.

stitching1. Both solutions are minimum test time for the given TAM
width, so both solutions would be considered optimal solutions to the
post-bond ordering problem under the test time objective. However,
Figure 1(c) better minimizes the overall wirelength, so it is the supe-
rior solution.

The objectives then are to minimize the test time and the wire-
length. We choose test time as the primary objective, as motivated
by Figure 1(d) and Figure 1(e). For these two figures, the post-bond
test access width is three bits. In Figure 1(d), wire length is the pri-
mary objective of the wrapper design algorithm, and the result is that
one test bit is wasted2; even though that bit was assigned by the TAM

1SI and SO pins locations differ for clarity of the figure; in practice,
these pin locations would be fixed as part of the contract between the
wrapper designer and the TAM architect.
2The unused test bit could potentially be reassigned to another TAM
as part of a wrapper-TAM co-optimization. This problem has been
studied previously in [4], and the solution proposed there remains

architect to the CUT, it is simply left unused by the wrapper design
algorithm because using it would increase the total wirelength. As
a result, the test time increases significantly which is not acceptable
because test time is a significant component of product cost. In Fig-
ure 1(e), test time is the primary objective instead. This solution does
require additional wiring but the test time is significantly reduced,
which is a more optimal design overall. Thus we choose wire length
to be the secondary objective after test time when choosing our 3D
test wrapper design algorithm.

2.2 Problem Formulation
We define the 3D IP wrapper design problem 3DPW as follows.

Given a 3D IP core test description (number of I/Os, number of scan
chains, length of the scan chains, and a 3D partitioning of these re-
sources), the set of pre-bond TAM widths, and the post-bond TAM
width, determine an assignment of the I/Os and scan chains into both
pre-bond and post-bond wrapper chains such that the test time is min-
imized and that the wirelength is minimized subject to the test time.

The wrapper design problem for planar cores was shown to be
NP-hard in [4]. The 3D wrapper design problem as defined requires
the design of N + 1 wrappers (N pre-bond wrappers and a single
post-bond wrapper). Thus this problem is also NP-hard.

3. RELATED WORK
Wu et al.[25] designed 3D TAM architectures for optimal final

stack test of 3D SOCs. Noia et al.[17] designed test time optimized
wrapper chains for 3D cores. Jiang et al.[5] designed 3D TAM ar-
chitectures that optimized the total test time if 3D SOCs; in a follow-
up work[6], they designed independent but cooperative pre-bond and
post-bond TAMs.

Marinissen et al.[16, 14] proposed extensions to the 1149.1 and
1500 standards for 3D ICs. This work allows the number of probe
pads used in pre-bond test to differ from the number of inter-die test
connections used in post-bond test but does not address how the die
wrapper adapts to the diffing TAM widths. This work is being for-
malized as the proposed IEEE P1838 standard[1].

Koranne[7] proposed a reconfigurable test wrapper and a schedul-
ing algorithm that utilizes this reconfigurability. Larsson and Peng[8]
refined the design of reconfigurable wrappers to account for test power
as well.

Quasem and Gupta[22, 23] proposed the union wrapper and a re-
configurable variant that allows inactive scan elements to be bypassed.
Yoneda et al.[26] extended this reconfigurability to allow scan ele-
ments to migrate between wrapper chains within the union wrapper.

Here we present the first work in increasing the flexibility of a 3D
test wrapper to operate optimally in both pre-bond and post-bond test
with varying TAM bus widths. Our methodology is applicable to both
planar cores with different pre-bond and post-bond TAM widths (as
in [16]) and to more general true 3D cores that require a single post-
bond wrapper and multiple pre-bond wrappers.

4. WRAPPER DESIGN ALGORITHM

4.1 Pre-bond Wrappers First
To design the 3D test wrappers, we use a three-step algorithm. We

first describe its operation assuming the pre-bond wrappers are de-
signed first and the post-bond wrapper second. We then discuss re-
versing this ordering at the end of this section. Briefly, the first step
applies the Best Fit Decreasing (BFD) heuristic to design the pre-
bond test wrappers for each tier. Step two uses the Kernighan-Lin

applicable in the 3D SOC case.
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Figure 2: An example output of our algorithm: (a) the pre-bond
wrapper assignments and (b) the post-bond wrapper assignment.
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Figure 3: An example execution of our KL implementation on
the pre-bond wrapper assignment from Figure 2(a). (a) shows
the pre-bond assignment (input), (b) shows the first partition, (c)
shows the second partition, and (d) shows the post-bond assign-
ment (output).

Partitioning (KL) heuristic to determine optimal wrapper chain as-
signments for the post-bond wrapper. Finally, step three orders the
post-bond wrapper chains to maximally reuse the pre-bond stitching.
The output is a set of pre-bond wrapper assignments and a post-bond
wrapper assignment; Figure 2 gives an example output, showing the
pre-bond assignments in Figure 2(a) and the post-bond assignment in
Figure 2(b).

4.1.1 Best Fit Decreasing
Designing each pre-bond wrapper is nearly identical to designing

a planar wrapper. The only difference is the 3DVs. Here, the product
engineer has a choice: either treat the 3DVs as pre-bond-untestable
internal nets as in [10, 11], in which case they do not impact the
wrapper design, or treat them as inter-core communications pins as in
[16], in which case they are handled as any other boundary cell. This
choice can be made on a 3DV-by-3DV case, designating each as is
appropriate.

To solve the pre-bond wrapper design problem then, we use the
BFD heuristic[4]. We choose this heuristic because it produces a
near-optimal wrapper chain assignment while minimizing the use of
TAM resources. BFD produces a set of wrapper chains composed of

KL Partitioning for Wrapper Design
Input: R - graph of pre-bond wrapper assignments

K - number of post-bond wrapper chains
Output: T - graph of post-bond wrapper assignments

1: DesignWrapper(Graph T , Graph R, int K)
2: if (K == 1) then
3: T = T ∪ R; return
4: for each(scan element sei ∈ R)
5: Assign sei randomly to RL or RR

6: KL = K

2
; KR = K − KL

7: while (Balance is improving)
8: while (Have legal move)
9: RV =GreaterWeight(RL,RR)
10: if (all se ∈ RV are locked) then
11: No legal move; break
12: for each (unlocked sei ∈ RV )
13: Calculate balance and cut gain
14: Move and lock se with highest balance gain
15: Record intermediate solution and gains
16: Search intermediate solutions for highest gain
17: if (all gains are negative) then
18: No longer gaining; break
19: Accept highest gain partition
20: Unlock all se ∈ RL and ∈ RR

21: DesignWrapper(T , RL, KL)
22: DesignWrapper(T , RR, KR)
23: return

Figure 4: Pseudo code for applying KL partitioning to the wrap-
per design problem.

scan elements (the internal scan chains and I/O cells) and stitching
wires between them. The goal of step two is to reuse these stitching
wires to the greatest extent possible.

4.1.2 Kernighan-Lin Partitioning
To design the post-bond wrapper, we treat it as a partitioning prob-

lem, as shown in Figure 3. The input is a set of disjoint subgraphs
and the required post-bond TAM width (Figure 3(a)). The subgraphs
represent all the wrapper chains from all the tiers in the pre-bond as-
signments determined by the BFD algorithm previously. The vertexes
represent the scan elements (weighted with the number of scan regis-
ters in that scan element), and the edges represent the stitching. The
goal in designing the post-bond wrapper then is to determine a second
set of disjoint subgraphs (the post-bond wrapper chains) such that

1. the maximum total weight of the vertexes in any subgraph is
minimized (equivalent to minimizing the post-bond test time)

2. the greatest number of edges from the pre-bond subgraphs are
reused in forming the post-bond subgraphs.

Formally, the input is an undirected graph R and a post-bond TAM
bus width K. R is composed of a set of disjoint subgraphs, one sub-
graph per pre-bond wrapper chain per tier. Thus the number of sub-
graphs in R is

P

n

i=1
ki, where n is the number of tiers and ki is

the number of pre-bond wrapper chains on the i-th tier. The output
is an undirected graph T composed of K subgraphs representing the
post-bond wrapper chain assignments.

The determination of the post-bond subgraphs is achieved through
recursive application of the KL partitioning heuristic [12]. Psue-
docode for applying KL to the 3D wrapper design problem is shown



in Figure 4. The optimization goals are represented by balance and
cut. Balance is the ratio of the density of the first partition to the
density of the second partition, where density is the ratio of the to-
tal weight of the scan cells in a partition to the number of wrapper
chains assigned to that partition; an overdense partition has too many
scan cells which would lead to a long test time while an underdense
partition can accept more scan cells without affecting test time. The
ideal balance is one, which indicates that all wrapper chains can have
the same number of scan cells, a solution which offers the shortest
test time. Cut is the number of edges in the post-bond subgraphs that
do not overlap pre-bond edges. The ideal cut is zero, which indicates
that no additional post-bonding stitching is required.

Our implementation of KL is initialized with all the scan elements
from every layer grouped into a single pool and all the wrapper chains
available for assignment3 (exemplified in Figure 3(a), which is the
graph representation of the pre-bond wrappers from Figure 2(a)).

Each KL step begins by assigning half of the available wrapper
chains to each partition. Next the scan elements are randomly as-
signed to each partition while maintaining balance as best as possible.
Next is the moving phase. Each unlocked scan element in the denser
partition is evaluated, and the move producing the best balance is ac-
cepted (ties are broken with the cut gain). This is repeated until no
unlocked scan elements are available in the denser partition. All dis-
covered partitionings are evaluated and the one with the best balance
is accepted (ties are once again broken by cut). All the scan elements
are unlocked and the moving phase is repeated. This continues until
no more gains in balance or cut are achieved. Figure 3(b) shows the
result of a single KL step, where the scan elements have been parti-
tioned into two sets, balanced according to the TAM width assigned
to each partition.

The final step is recursion, where each partition is further subdi-
vided into smaller partitions. This is shown in Figure 3(c), where
the left partition from before is further partitioned into two subsets.
Recursion halts when only a single TAM bit is assigned to a given
partition. The scan elements in that partition are then assigned to that
wrapper chain (Figure 3(d)).

4.1.3 Scan Element Pairing
Once the wrapper chain assignments are complete, the final step is

to order the scan elements within the chains—both in the pre-bond
and the post-bond wrappers—so as to minimize the cut. This simply
requires searching the list of scan elements in the post-bond wrappers,
identifying all those that are assigned to the same pre-bond wrapper
chains, and stitching them together accordingly (Figure 2(b)). Final
ordering of these short pre-stitched chains is a simple matter that can
be handled with any traditional ordering scheme[15] and so is not
discussed further here.

4.2 Post-bond Wrapper First
It is a trivial matter to reverse the order of design. In this case, we

first determine the post-bond wrapper by applying the BFD heuris-
tic to the complete set of scan elements on all tiers. The subgraphs
representing the post-bond wrapper chains are then used to guide the
design of pre-bond wrapper chains. Now KL is executed for each tier
with the goal of producing maximally-balanced pre-bond subgraphs
that maximally overlap the given post-bond subgraphs. Finally, the
wrapper chains must be ordered as before.

3The scan elements are all grouped into one large pool regardless of
tier because we consider 3DVs to be free resources. This is justified
by the submicron size of present day state-of-the-art 3D processing
as mentioned in Section 1.

Tiers Cells per Tier Chains per Tier
ckt1 2 3016, 3021 6, 6

4 1507, 1512, 1510, 1508 3, 3, 3, 3

ckt2 2 5329, 3479 11, 7
4 2543, 1980, 2767, 1518 5, 4, 6, 3

ckt3 2 19,890, 19,228 40, 39
4 9826, 9172, 10,757, 9363 20, 18, 22, 19

ckt4 2 37,359, 40,751 75, 82
4 20,723, 18,135, 17,011, 22,241 41, 36, 34, 44

Table 1: Test complexity of the four benchmarks
.

5. EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Experimental Setup

To test our algorithm, we used a custom collection of benchmark
circuits taken from the OpenCores database[18] as listed in Table 1.
This benchmark suite includes a 80386 processor, a DES encryption
engine, and two 256-bit pipelined multipliers of differing pipeline
depths. These circuits were picked so as to cover a large range of
embedded core complexities. To obtain the 3D placements of the
scan chains, we first compiled the design with Design Compiler from
Cadence. Next we partitioned the circuits with a custom FM parti-
tioner[3] and performed 3D placement with Encounter from Cadence.
Finally, Design Compiler was again used to partition and route the
scan chains.

We developed our program in C++ and executed the benchmarks
on a 2.40GHz Intel Xeon processor with 1GB RAM. No wrapper
design took more than a few seconds to complete.

5.2 Methodology
To evaluate our algorithm, we ran a series of tests using different

design modes and different wrapper configurations. Most importantly
are the three design tools:

1. All BFD (BFD)—the BFD heuristic is used to design both the
pre-bond and the post-bond wrappers with no feedback be-
tween the two processes. This is our baseline case.

2. Pre-bond First (PRE)—the pre-bond first variant of our algo-
rithm: the BFD heuristic is used to design the pre-bond wrap-
pers. These designs then drive the KL heuristic in designing
the post-bond wrapper.

3. Post-bond First (POST)—the post-bond first variant of our al-
gorithm: the BFD heuristic is used to design the post-bond
wrapper. This design then drives the KL heuristic in design-
ing the pre-bond wrappers.

To test our algorithm under different design constraints, we vary the
number of TAM bits assigned to each wrapper. For the circuits ckt1,
ckt2, ckt3, ckt4, we vary the post-bond TAM width from one to twelve,
eighteen, forty, and sixty respectively. For each post-bond TAM width
we run three experiments:

1. Half-width (05)—the total pre-bond TAM width is half the
post-bond TAM width

2. Even-width (10)—the total pre-bond TAM width is equal to
the post-bond TAM width

3. Double-width (20)—the total pre-bond TAM width is double
the post-bond TAM width

Here, the total pre-bond TAM width is the sum of the TAM widths as-
signed to each tier. In assigning TAM bits to each pre-bond wrapper,
we divide the total TAM width as evenly as possible.
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Finally, for each experiment, we design 3D wrappers for both the
two-tier and four-tier implementations of each circuit.

5.3 Results
In this section, we report two metrics. The first is the critical test

length (CTL), which is defined as the sum of the length of the longest
wrapper chain in each pre-bond wrapper and length of the longest
wrapper chain in the post-bond wrapper. Since the total test time is
the number of test patterns multiplied by the longest wrapper chain,
the longest chain is proportional to the total test time. We therefore
use the CTL metric because it correlates directly to the total test time
for a 3D stack (i.e., pre-bond test time plus final stack test time) and
thus represents the primary minimization objective of the wrapper
design algorithms. A superior wrapper is one with a shorter CTL.

The second metric is the cut, which is defined as the number of
stitching wires in the pre-bond test wrappers that are not reused in the
post-bond wrapper, basically the number of wires not reused in the
post-bond wire routing. We choose this metric because fewer reused
wires correlates to greater wrapper wirelength and routing conges-
tion and represents our secondary minimization objective. A superior
wrapper is one with a smaller cut.

Figure 5 shows the CTL results for the four-tier design of ckt4. We
show only one CTL graph because the results for all the other bench-
marks and configurations show the exact same trends. The CTL drops
continuously with some plateauing (beginning at local Pareto optimal
points). 05 wrappers have the longest CTLs with 10 wrappers doing
better and with 20 wrappers better still. This is simply because those
designs have more pre-bond TAM bits and so shorter wrapper chains.

More importantly is how the CTL curves for the PRE- and POST-
designed wrappers fit the BFD curves almost exactly (the match is so
close that the nine results in Figure 5 appear to be just three). Since
the BFD algorithm is producing near-minimum test time wrappers,
this close fit demonstrates that our KL-based algorithm successfully
minimizes the total test time as well. On average, PRE and POST
CTLs are just 0.06% and 0.32% longer than BFD respectively. In the
worst case, they are still just 4.2% and 3.0% longer respectively, and a
product engineer could avoid these worse cases by simply running our
algorithm several times on the same input set, utilizing the random
initial partitions in the KL step.

The results for cut are shown in Figure 6. In these polar graphs, the
angle represents the post-bond TAM width (normalized to the [0, 2π]
range), and the radius represents the cut. The greater the distance
from the center, the higher the cut and so the worse the solution. Also

Tiers ckt1 ckt2 ckt3 ckt4 ALL
BFD 2 52% 15% 23% 16% 27%4 63% 53% 35% 31%

PRE 2 12% 5.8% 5.0% 6.7% 6.6%4 15% 7.6% 5.0% 7.4%

POST 2 13% 4.0% 7.6% 8.8% 8.4%4 16% 6.1% 7.3% 11%

Table 2: Average percentage of pre-bond stitches for each exper-
iment and for each method overall.

shown are four rings, indicating the max possible cut and the averages
for BFD, PRE, and POST; these averages are also listed in Table 2.

In general, the results for BFD (plotted with the asterisk-style icons)
are chaotic. Sometimes the cut is very low, and sometimes it is very
high, but in general the results do not cluster at any one radius. Since
there is no communication between the pre-bond and post-bond de-
sign steps, this result is expected. Sometimes the design tool gets
lucky and groups the same scan chains together in both wrappers;
sometimes it splits them up. BFD averages a 27% cut of the pre-bond
stitching; it simply cannot reliably produce a low-cut design.

In significant contrast, both the PRE (represented by the open icons)
and POST (represented by the filled icons) design tools consistently
produce low-cut 3D wrappers. This result is highlighted by the tight
clustering of these data points in the middle of the plots. These tools
are not perfect; at some design points the cut spikes up significantly.
This is attributed to the second-class nature of the cut objective. Be-
cause our tool is designed to minimize the maximum wrapper chain
length first, the cut is sometimes sacrificed to create a shorter wrap-
per chain. These outliers in the cut clusters can be used to inform
the TAM architecture design; if wirelength or routing congestion are
concerns in a particular wrapper design, assigning an additional test
bit or two could help reduce the problem.

The other important point to note is that while the PRE and POST
design tools both produce consistently low-cut wrappers, the PRE
tool in general is the better of the two (6.6% on average compared
to 8.4% for POST) as evidenced by the slightly tighter clustering of
the PRE results about the origin. We attribute this to the different
scopes each method gives BFD and KL. The POST algorithm applies
BFD to the global post-bond wrapper design problem and then KL
to the local pre-bond wrapper design problems. In doing so, POST
necessarily limits the opportunity for KL to optimize the pre-bond
wrapper. In the worst case, every single scan chain in the post-bond
wrapper would be stitched to scan chains from other tiers. This would
leave KL with no opportunities to reuse the post-bond connections in
the pre-bond wrappers. Conversely, the PRE tool applies BFD to the
local problem and KL to the global problem. Unlike in POST, KL ap-
plied to the post-bond design problem is unrestricted by the physical
layout of the stack and so is free to reuse any of the pre-bond stitches
created by the BFD algorithm.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a methodology for designing 3D

test wrappers for embedded 3D IP cores. We use the Best Fit De-
creasing and Kernighan-Lin Partitioning heuristics to design flexible
test wrappers that can adjust to varying test modes like pre-bond and
post-bond test. This flexibility results in a lower total test time for
the CUT and reduced wiring resource consumption in the 3D wrap-
per design—the PRE design tool reuses 93% of the pre-bond stitch-
ing while sacrificing just 0.06% of the minimum possible test time.
Our methodology is applicable to both true embedded 3D cores and
to simpler planar embedded cores in cases where variable TAM bus
widths are a useful design feature.
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